interview process successfully. Some will profit from its advice and will be glad that they read the book. Others may be disturbed by its implicit message that landing a job in academia requires a careerist mindset and not just raw brilliance.
The book has a limited target audience -the fraction of graduate students and postdoctoral fellows that actually want to carry on in academic research. Starting with the assumption that the reader wants an academic job, the authors go into great detail about how to get one. What should you put in your cover letter with your job application? What should you wear at your interview? How many jobs should you apply for? The advice is sensible, being based on years of reading flawed job applications and watching candidates make fatal errors.
For someone who has already been through the process, it is hard to read the book without pondering the bigger questions. Is this really the best process for choosing faculty members? Does it select for the best researchers and teachers, or does it generate careerists who are good at applying for jobs? Does it favour advisers who are willing to write exaggerated letters of recommendation, thereby gaining a reputation as a good careerpromoter? In a training process that may take six years of graduate school and four years as a postdoctoral fellow, whose interests are really being served?
As the authors point out, a biologist undergoes a lengthy apprenticeship that rarely includes advice on training for a job per se. Speculating why this should be so is beyond the scope of the book. The answer may be that for an adviser to discuss the issue in any detail is like a parent talking to a child about their mid-life crisis. The job application process can itself be embarrassing -many applicants are unsuccessful and the present system breeds conservatism. More to the point, any realistic discussion on the topic should also consider unfairness, bad luck, poor choices and compromise. A book that simply describes the mechanics puts the onus on the next generation to refocus the process in a way that nurtures excitement about the unanswered questions in the biological sciences. 
Matt Brown
A giant sombrero lurks in the undergrowth of London's Kensington Gardens. Inside, a conical auditorium resonates with strange noises and good vibrations. The Serpentine Gallery's summer pavilion is gearing up for a 24-hour 'experiment-a-thon'.
The pavilion is an annual tradition. Leading architects with no previous commissions in the United Kingdom take a turn at designing the temporary venue. The Serpentine Gallery is renowned for filling its edgy summer structure with original events. This season, the emphasis has been on 'experiments' -in which scientists, artists and architects exchange ideas from their fields with the public in Friday night 'laboratories'. These have included the debut performance of a new type of electric violin, and the pavilion itself played as an instrument. They are warm-up acts for the forthcoming all-nighter. This weekend, around 30 performers, including autism researcher Simon Baron-Cohen and musician Brian Eno, will entertain and educate beneath the pavilion's strange geometries from midday on Saturday to midday on Sunday. 
